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(3)Kinds of each component and calculation                     
     Cost + charges +profit
             Purchase cost
Cost  
             Real cost
                   Domestic charges
Charges                                      Foreign(export) freight
                   Foreign charges      Foreign(export) premium
                                                   Commission/discount
                   Amount
Profit
                   Percentage on the basis of quoted  
                   price/concluded price/invoice value



      (3)Kinds of each component and calculation    
      ①Cost :purchase cost and real cost
      Calculation of real cost
      Real cost =purchase cost – drawback (amount)
                     =purchase cost –purchase cost ÷(1+VAT rate)   
                        ×drawback rate
     A Chinese company will export ABC, the purchase cost 

is CNY90/piece, the VAT rate is 17% and the drawback rate 
is 13%. Please calculate the real cost of each piece.

      ∵Real cost =purchase cost –purchase cost ÷(1+vat    
                            rate) ×drawback rate
                         =90 – 90 ÷ (1+17%) × 13%
                         =90 -10
                         =CNY80/PC
      ∴The real cost is CNY80/PC



      (3)Kinds of each component and calculation    
      ②Charges
      A.Domestic charges
         PACKING CHARGES 包装费

         WAREHOUSING CHARGES 仓储费

         DOMESTIC TRANSPORT CHARGES 国内运费

         CERTIFICATION CHARGE 认证费        
         PORT CHARGES 港区港杂费

         INSPECTION CHARGE 检验费

         DUTIES AND TAXES 税捐

         INTEREST 垫款利息

         OPERATING CHARGES 业务费用

         BANKING CHARGES 银行费用

        OTHER CHARGES(UNEXPECTED CHARGES
               其他费用（不可预见费）



      (3)Kinds of each component and calculation    
      ②Charges
         Interest = Amount × interest rate/360 × days
         Interest = Amount × interest rate/12 × months
        Amount in advance: CNY10000, interest rate per 

year : 5%, period of time: 60days. 
        Calculate the interest:
        Interest = Amount × interest rate/360 × days
                      = CNY10000 × 5%/360 × 60
                      = CNY83.33
      B.Foreign charges :foreign (export) freight, Foreign 

(export) premium, commission and/or discount
    



     

       (3)Kinds of each component and calculation    
       ③Profit: Amount or Percentage on the basis of quoted 

price/concluded price/invoice value
       If profit is calculated on the basis of percentage of the 

quoted price,they are two ways:
      A.Based on cost         
         Quoted price(including profit)=cost ×(1+profit rate)
      B.Based on quoted price   
         Quoted price(including profit)=cost /(1-profit rate)
      Please pay attention to the differences



      (3)Kinds of each component and calculation    
      ③Profit: 
       For example, if the cost is CNY50000, the profit rate is 

15%, then
       A.Based on cost         
          Quoted price(including profit)=cost ×(1+profit rate)
                                                           =50000×(1+15%)
                                                           =CNY57500
B.Based on quoted price   
  Quoted price(including profit)=cost /(1-profit rate)
                                                   =50000/(1-15%)
                                                   =CNY58823.53



      2)Calculation of unit price based on CIFC

      A Chinese company will export ABC to London. Please 

calculate the unit price on the basis of CIFC5% according to 

the following information: 

     Purchase  cost :  CNY90/piece ,  VAT rate:  17%,  

Drawback rate: 13%, Quantity: 10000pieces, Warehouse 

charges: CNY 1000, Certificate charges: CNY 300, Domestic 

freight charges: CNY 500, Port charges: CNY 1000,  Interest 

rate: 2.5%/year, 28days on the basis of purchase cost, 

Banking charges: advising charges CNY 200,Export freight: 

USD 0.5/piece, Export premium: All risk 0.8%, War Risk 0. 

3%,Profit rate: 15% on the basis of CIFC5%, Exchange rate: 

USD:CNY=1:7.7/7.8 . 



      
      2)Calculation of unit price based on CIFC
      ①List the information of cost, charges and profit.    
      Quantity:10000pieces
      A.Cost
         Purchase cost: CNY90/piece, 
         VAT rate: 17%,  
         Drawback rate: 13%  
     B.Domestic charges:
        Warehouse charges: CNY 1000,  
        Certificate charges: CNY 300, 
        Domestic transport charges: CNY 500, 
        Port charges: CNY 1000, 
        Interest rate: 2.5%/year, 28days on the basis of 

purchase cost, 
       Banking charges: advising charges CNY 200



      
      2)Calculation of unit price based on CIFC
      ①List the information of cost, charges and profit.    
      C. Foreign charges:
      Export freight: USD 0.5/piece
      Export premium: All risk 0.8%   War Risk 0. 3%
      Commission: Commission rate: 5% on the basis of 

CIFC5%
      D. Profit: 15% on the basis of CIFC5%
      E. Exchange rate:USD1=CNY7.7/7.8        
      ② Calculate CIFC5％ London
     When you calculate the unit price, please pay close 

attention to the consistence of the measurement unit and 
the consistence of pricing currency



    
      A. Cost
      Actual cost=purchase cost –purchase cost ÷(1+vat  

rate) ×drawback rate
                     =CNY 90-90÷(1+17%)×13%
                     =CNY 90-10                                                   
                     = CNY 80/ piece 



    
      B.Domestic charges
      a.Interest=amount× interest rate×days÷360
                      = CNY 90×2.5%×28÷360
                      = CNY 0.175/ PIECE   
      b.Domestic charges = Warehouse charges+ Certificate 

charges+ Domestic transport charges+ Port charges+    
Banking charges + Interest

     = CNY(1000+300+500+1000+200)÷10000+0.175    
     = CNY 0.3+0.175
     = CNY 0.475/ piece



 Calculation 



 Calculation 



 Calculation 








